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Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Development Pencil, colour 

pencil, ink

Mainly A4 This is a series of 9 papers where the 

author/illustrator has cobbled together text for the 

book along with two storyboards.

AL 164               

1 to 9

Good condition.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Development Pencil, ink 29.7 x 41.8 cm This is a group of 5 pages of preparatory text for 

the book.

AL 165             

1 to 5

Good condition. 

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Correspondence Print, ink 20.9 x 29.8 This is 5 pages of correspondence from the 

publisher to the author prior to publication.

AL 166            

1 to 5

Good condition.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Preliminary artwork Pencil 22.3 x 49.0 cm A rough sketch of a boy standing near a oblong 

fish tank. 

AL 167 Fair condition. The paper is faded and 

the bottom edge is very creased.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Preliminary artwork Pencil 30.0 x 26.5 cm This is a sketch of two children making a snow 

bear. There is a cat harnessed to a sleight. Similar 

to the illustration on page 11.

AL 168 Good condition. There are two folds 

across the piece.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Preliminary artwork Pencil 37.8 x 50.2 cm 3 sketches. 1. A seal's head superimposed on a 

bathtub. 2. Two children and a cat play on a park 

bench. 3. Two children make a snowman.

AL 169 Fair condition. There are two brown 

marks above the illustration of the seal. 

The left edge is torn and creased.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Preliminary artwork Pencil 37.8 X 26.7 cm Two children play with farm animal toys on an oval 

carpet. Similar to the illustration on page 15.

AL 170 Fair condition. There is a large brown 

stain on the right edge and a large tear 

across the left corner.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Preliminary artwork Pencil 18.5 x 40.1 cm An outline of a brontosaurus. See pages 20 & 21. 

There is a sketch of a boy together with some text 

on the back of the piece.

AL 171 Fair condition. The paper is Faded and 

there are numerous small holes in the 

right side of the piece.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Preliminary artwork Pencil 19.4 x 55.7 cm A sketch of numerous African animals beside a 

waterhole. Similar to the illustration on pages 20 

and 21.

AL 172 Fair condition. There is residual 

adhesive tape glue on the left edge, 

which is torn, and the bottom right 

corner. There are two vertical cuts of 

11cm and 8  cm across the piece.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Preliminary artwork Pencil 37.8 x 26.0 cm Two children play under curtains suspended from a 

broomstick that is laying across two chairs. Similar 

to the illustration on page 27.

AL 173 Fair condition. The piece has been 

creased in several places and there is 

a large piece missing from the left 

edge.
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Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Preliminary artwork Pencil 38.0 x 26.1 A boy and a girl play at a doll's house. A cat lies on 

the roof of the doll's house. Similar to the 

illustration on page 31.

AL 174 Fair condition. The left and bottom 

edges have large areas missing. There 

is creasing across most of the piece.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 22.0 x 28.0 cm In the centre, a boy and a girl play with toy animals 

being loaded into an ark(?). Surrounding this 

illustration are many animals, birds and fish. This 

the front and back covers illustration for the book.

AL 175 Good condition.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.7 x 59.1 cm In a tree, a girl swings from a rope while a boy and 

a cat sit on a bough. Page 3.

AL 176 Fair condition. There are small tears on 

the left and right edges. There is 

residual adhesive tape glue in the 

bottom corners and creases in all 

corners.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 31.9 x 59.1 cm An illustration of a large number of South American 

animals, reptiles, birds and fish. Pages 4 and 5.

AL 177 Fair condition, All edges are torn with 

some pieces missing  There is a red 

mark in the top right corner. There is 

white-out along the bottom edge of the 

illustration. There are several folds 

across the piece.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.7 x59.2 cm A boy, standing on a stool, and a girl, standing on a 

chair, play around a fish bowl as a cat looks on. 

Page 7.

AL 178 Good condition. There are several 

small tears along the left edge. Some 

adhesive tape in the corners ahs been 

left in situ for fear of damaging the 

piece if an attempt is made to remove 

it.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 31.9 x 56.4 cm A boy and girl frolic among a large collection of sea 

creatures. The girl is riding a porpoise. Pages 8 

and 9.

AL 179 Fair condition. There are folds across 

and through the piece. There are tears 

along the left edge and bottom right 

corner. Some adhesive tape has been 

left in the top left corner.

At this point I have assumed the following illustrations are the final pencil sketches that have subsequently been photocopied and then coloured. MGB
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Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.8 x 59.1 cm Two children make a snow bear as a cat, 

harnessed to a sleigh, looks on. Page 11.

AL 180 Good condition. There are pieces of 

adhesive tape in each corner which 

have not been removed for fear of 

damaging the piece. There are two 

tears along the right edge,

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.7 x 59.1 cm As well as Eskimos, there are animals and birds 

from both the Arctic and Antarctic in a very icy 

scenario Pages 12 and 13.

AL 181 Good condition. There are tears in all 

but the bottom edge. There are folds 

across the piece in both directions, 

none of which impinge on the 

illustration.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.7 x 59.1 cm A boy and girl play with toy farm animals on an 

oval carpet. Page 15.

AL 182 Good condition. There are adhesive 

tape pieces in each corner that have 

not been removed as well as a glue 

spot in the bottom left corner.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.6 x 55.4 cm A girl rides a horse and a boy feeds chickens both 

surrounded by a large range of farm animals. 

Pages 16 and 17.

AL 183 Good condition. There are creases 

along the left edge and folds in both 

directions across the piece but these 

do not impinge on the illustration

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.1 x 59.1 cm A girl in a dinosaur suit chases a boy holding two 

toy dinosaurs. Page 19.

AL 184 Good condition. There are creases 

along the top and bottom edges and 

small tears along the top, right and 

bottom edges. There is also a fold 

down the middle of the piece but this 

does effect the illustration.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.7 x 59.1 cm A boy and girl ride a brontosaurus in a prehistoric 

scene with a great variety of dinosaurs. Pages 20 

and 21.

AL 185 Fair condition. There are tears on the 

edges. There are creases in the 

bottom left corner and bottom edge as 

well as adhesive glue stains near the 

top left and right edges. There are two 

folds across the illustration.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.7 x 59.1 cm A girl wears a tiger mask as a boy dresses in a 

zebra suit. They are surrounded by toy jungle 

animals. Page 23.

AL 186 Good condition. There is a 7.5 cm tear 

in the bottom left corner along with 

some creasing in the same area.
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Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 19.7 x 59.1 cm A boy sits on a baby elephant as a girl watches a 

pride of lions. They are surrounded by a great 

variety of African animals. Pages 24 and 25.

AL 187 Good condition. There is an adhesive 

tape stain along the left edge of the 

illustration and a fold through the 

middle of the illustration.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.8 x 59.2 cm Two children play under curtains suspended from a 

broomstick that is laying across two chairs. Page 

27.

AL 188 Good condition. There is a large piece 

missing from the bottom left corner as 

well as creasing down the left edge 

and bottom right corner.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.7 x 59.0 cm The boy and girl are surrounded by a great variety 

of Australian animals and birds. Pages 28 and 29.

AL 189. Fair condition. Masses of pencil marks 

in the top right corner. Folds above and 

below the illustration as well as to the 

sides and two folds through the 

illustration. Tears and creases in the 

bottom left corner.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Final artwork Pencil 41.7 x 59.1 cm A boy and a girl play at a doll's house. A cat lies on 

the roof of the doll's house. Page 31.

AL 190 Good condition. Creasing and a tear 

on the top edge. A brown spot in the 

top left corner and a glue stain in the 

bottom right corner.

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Photocopies Photocopy 38.3 x 56.0 cm This is a photocopy of the illustration on pages  4 

and 5. See AL 177.

AL 191 Fair condition. The piece is almost 

severed in the middle. The adhesive 

tape covering this split has been 

removed 

Imagine                              

Alison Lester             1989

Photocopies Photocopy, 

colour pencil

19.6 x 41.6 cm These are two photocopied parts of the illustration 

on pages 23 and 24. See AL 187. A small part has 

been coloured. The pieces were originally joined by 

masking tape that has been removed .

AL 192          

1 to 2

Fair condition. There is a 5 cm tear on 

the bottom edge of AL 192 - 1. There 

is also residue masking tape glue 

where the two pieces have been 

joined.
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